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FLOATING PUMP

FLOATING PUMP IN RIVER:These special type of pumps have been designed to float in rivers
and lakes and sump where level of liquid changing constantly and
sometimes liquid required positive suction or low suction.
Following are the special features of the pumps.
 Takes both axial and radial loads, specially designed to
take thrust loads due to high currents in rivers.
 The centre of gravity is maintained in such a way that the
pump will always be in position and even if some heavy
logs/animals / external forces in the river try to change its position
the pump tends to come to its original floating position when the
external lateral force is removed.
 Very easy to maintain: lots of power/energy savings as
compared to high suction pumps.
 Pump and floating platform can be made from M.S, PP or
SS as per requirement.
 By reason that the floating pump can run in the water , such
pumps are helpful for simplifying the earth work and building
engineering of pumping station , reducing installation area and
saving 30~40% of the total project cost.
 Can solve the flood resistance problem of those rivers and
lakes with large fluctuation of water levels.
 Can be supplied up to 200 meter head and 1000 m3/hr
 Floating pumps avoid the need for any civil construction on
the river banks.
 Floating pumps are not affected by the fluctuations of the
water (tide) levels. Since the pump is always floating, it ensures
that the impeller remains submerged. when pump is under water
or very low suction head due to floating platform in surface pump.
 Since these pumps are floating , the issue of depth of
suction is ruled out.
 Very useful when suction lift is very high.
 Very useful for slurry , hot water and for mining
application.



Always made as per customer’s requirement and we use different type of pump and platform as per
characteristics of liquid .

